Ensures real-time guaranteed
data exchange
Drives efficient and confident
decision-making
Provides enterprise-class
infrastructure for your
organization
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Remove the silos of
disconnected information

The footprint of a process often extends outside the footprint of a single
application. When managing the information related to a process or transaction
in various, disconnected systems, they regularly become out of sync – making it
very difficult to trust the data.
By deploying the OnBase Enterprise Integration Server (EIS), you connect all of
those disparate systems so all information is updated simultaneously in real
time. That way, employees no longer spend time manually double-checking
and updating information in different applications – speeding processes and
reducing errors and inaccurate decisions.

Real-time
updates

Enterprise applications

Guaranteed data
exchange

Create communication between disparate systems
OnBase EIS provides a real-time, guaranteed data exchange with your
core systems and applications. As data changes throughout the day, the
information managed within OnBase synchronizes real-time with the tasks
and activities occurring in your other mission-critical applications.
This guaranteed data exchange is resilient to network disruptions and server
connectivity – meaning that those involved in the process can have complete
trust and confidence that the data is current, regardless of where they are
accessing it. There is no time wasted verifying or second-guessing what they
are looking at.

Efficiently make decisions based on accurate information
With OnBase EIS, users have instant access to all of the information they
need, without having to leave their familiar core applications. OnBase
intelligently links the related documents and data it manages to the
information within the other core systems and makes it instantly available
for the user on the same screen.
Without being forced to flip back-and-forth between various screens and
systems, OnBase EIS saves users’ time and enables them to focus on more
mission-critical tasks, rather than manual data entry and corrections. And
with all information updated simultaneously, employees can confidently and
quickly make decision knowing they have the most up-to-date information.

Create an infrastructure that promotes continued success
With the ability to connect with any and all of your mission critical
applications, OnBase EIS serves as an information hub between your
organization’s systems. Instead of relying on outdated, manual integration
methods such as exchange of flat files, custom code or scripting, OnBase
EIS offers a true enterprise-class integration, with the simple configuration
you’d expect from OnBase. These integrations are also fully supported,
maintained and upgraded along with the entire OnBase solution.
That way, as new processes arise and new solutions are deployed, you have
the framework in place to bring them into the loop and connect them with
your existing systems. So when choosing new applications, you can have
confidence that their information will be available organization-wide after
integrating with OnBase EIS – driving success and smart decisions in future
IT investments.
Learn more at OnBase.com/Integrations »
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“When we’re integrating
our OnBase with our line of
business applications, it brings
tremendous value to our users.
We are able to bring them a
consistent point of service and
point of sale.”
– Mary Schmidt, business analysis & quality
assurance manager, Farm Bureau of Michigan

